TRANSLATION INVARIANT MEASURE OVER SEPARABLE HILBERT SPACE AND OTHER TRANSLATION SPACES
F. H. BROWNELL 1. Introduction. We consider the problem of defining a nontrivial, translation-invariant Borel measure over real separable Hubert space. As noted by
Loewner [4l, this is not possible; but instead of relinquishing as he does the real number system for a non-Archimedean ordered field for the values of a "measure,*' we shall consider several topological subspaces of Hubert space arising frequently in analysis. These are locally compact; and using either the Kolmogoroff stochastic processes construction [2] , or else following the Haar measure construction [ l] or L 5], we can get a nontrivial, essentially translationinvariant Borel measure. However, since the special subspaces considered are not groups under translation, and do not even contain a group germ, the usual Haar measure construction must be modified in a special fashion, and the precise translation invariance obtained is somewhat restrictive. Actually we carry through this modified Haar measure construction for the more general situation of a locally compact translation space, which is defined as an appropriate subspace of an Abelian topological group. The results are collected in a summary at the end.
Formulation of the problem. Let
oô (x n ) 2 < +00 , x n real the square summable real sequences and thus the real separable Hubert space prototype. Since "ί 2 i s a subset of Roc, the countably infinite Cartesian product of the real line ( -oo, oo), we have available on Λs 2 a s we ll as the ΛJ 2 norm metric topology also the product topology defined relatively from Roc Under these two topologies we shall consider the Έ 2 -subsets X = 1 x C ^2 I I x n I <. h(n) for all n }, 
Define

= U
for u C Roo and for any subset A of R^. We note that u G Z and A C_ Z do not always make
is easily seen to be a σ-algebra containing the intervals of Z, so 0 = 1^ C_ o, which gives the result.
Our problem is to find a Borel measure φ 9 that is, a nonnegative extended real set function defined and countably additive over B, which is nontrivial (Condition I) and translation-invariant (Condition II or II') according to a specified topology.
CONDITION I. φ{Z) > 0 and φ{V) < +co for some nonempty V open in the specified topology; TRANSLATION INVARIANT MEASURE OVER SEPARABLE HILBERT SPACE 533 CONDITION II. φ([Λ + u] u C i 2 , and [A + u] 
as desired, since makes ll*-y|| < llr-^ll + ll*-*ll <P because ||Λ;-z|| < (\/2/3)p. 
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We also easily get the following considerably weaker result for the product topology.
THEOREM 4. lf\n A(τι) =-foo! is an infinite set, then there exists no Borel measure φ on X which is nontrίvial (I) and translation-invariant (II')
under the product topology.
Proof. Let V be any nonempty open interval of X. It is clear that by translating along each of the finite set of coordinates given in the definition of the interval V, we can find a finite or countable set of pX £ "£ 2 such that We remark that ^2 -^ by taking Λ(τι) = +oo, so Theorems 3 and 4 show that there exists no Borel measure φ on ^2 which is nontrivial and translationinvariant under either the norm metric or product topologies. 
and the given condition on h{n) makes it possible to replace Λ/ 2 by Roo in this formula, so that
which is in the Borel family B* of R^. Thus ?* (X') = P* {R^) = 1 follows from P*(F p ) = 0, and *' is thick in R^ (see [ 1, p. 74] ). Hence P(A (\X') = P*{A) defines P uniquely over sets A n X , /4 C B*, which form the Borel family B of X\ so P is a Borel probability measure on /¥' with P(/ Π^L') = 
Finally for the uniqueness of φ it is easy to see by division of intervals into large numbers of equal subintervals that any nontrivial, translation-invariant φ will have ψ(I) 9 
LEMMA 6. X is a translation space for R = Ί 2 under the metric topology.
Proof. Let V be the given neighborhood of zero, so that we have some small p > 0 with S(Z, 0, p) (I V. Then for any given z G Z = X we will find u £ Z and p ' > 0 so that
S{Z, z, p') CZ n [S(Z, 0, p) + u] C Z n [V + u], which makes z C int (Z n[V + u]) for Condition i). First since the given z £ Ί 2 i
we can find finite Λ ; so that 
Proof. By Condition i) we have
an open covering of compact C. Thus there exists a finite set A of such a with
and hence
This lemma is the only place where Condition i) is used to get our following main result on the existence of a Ilaar measure.
THEOREM 11. If Z is a locally compact translation space, then there exists a regular Borel measure φ on Z which is nontrivial (I) and translation-invariant (ID.
Proof. Since Z is locally compact, it possesses a neighborhood F t of zero such that V ί is compact, so 0 < (V ι :V) < +oo for any other Z-neighborhood V of zero, by Lemma 10. Also clearly
so we may define (see [1, 53 C and E, p. 234] 
Symmetrically, φ([A + u]) > φ(A) gives φ([A + u]) = φ(A)
for our result.
Presumably results similar to Theorem 11 are true for similar subspaces of non-Abelian topological groups. We have considered only the Abelian case for simplicity and because the interesting examples in analysis are Abelian. 
Proof. We only need to show that Proof. We merely need to verify Condition i) for Z 1# Thus given any open Z^subset V containing zero and any z £ Z l9 we shall find some u £ Z γ and p > 0 so that S(Z l9 0, p) C t 7 and or thus f(n) iQ, is equivalent to local compactness, and necessary and sufficient for the existence of a nontrivial, translation-invariant (II') Borel measure (Theorem 3 and Corollary 12). Also we found (Theorem 12) that any locally compact translation space possesses a nontrivial, translation-invariant (II') Borel measure; thus so does Z γ (Theorem 14).
It is clear from the foregoing results that local compactness is in general the crucial condition for the existence of a nontrivial, translation-invariant Iiorel measure. This is well known for topological groups [ 5, p. 144] , and conjectured for spaces with a group germ (a neighborhood of zero in which group addition is always possible). However, it is to be noted that neither X nor Y, when locally compact, nor Z ι has a group germ. Thus our results seem to be new, and the concept of a translation-space a fruitful one. In fact the idea of a group germ cannot lead to anything here; for it is not difficult to see that any convex metric subspace of ΛJ 2^ which is locally compact and contains a group germ under Λ/ 2~v ec tor-addition, must be finite dimensional, hence a subspace of E N and thus trivial. In connection with local compactness it should be noted that our results are not complete for X; here if Σ^tΛίrc)] 2 = + oc the space is not locally compact under the metric topology and presumably no nontrivial, invariant Borel measure exists. We could only show this if lim inf h(n) > 0, n-* oo which assumes more.
The construction of an invariant measure on subspaces of real separable
Hubert space suggests an attempt to carry over vector analysis from E^ In particular, in a later paper the author investigates the relationship between -vector-differentiation [6, p. 72] and Fourier transforms over X. Here X is a modification of Jessen's torus space [3] and can be made into a group, so standard Fourier theory applies [7 or 5] 
